
6th European Conferene on Computational Mehanis (ECCM 6)7th European Conferene on Computational Fluid Dynamis (ECFD 7)11-5 June 2018, Glasgow, UKCavity position and size identi�ationusing the observed sound pressure in hammering testbased on the adjoint variable and the �nite element methodsTakahiko Kurahashi1, Eiki Matsuoka1, Youihi Hirose1, Yuki Murakami2,Shigehiro Toyama2, Fujio Ikeda2, Tetsuro Iyama2 and Ikuo Ihara11 Nagaoka University of Tehnology, 1603-1, Kamitomioka-mahi, Nagaokashi, Niigata,940-2188, Japan, kurahashi�meh.nagaokaut.a.jp2 Nagaoka Institute of Tehnology, Nagaoka College, 888, Nishikatakai-mahi,Nagaoka-shi, Niigata, 940-8532, JapanKeywords: Hammering test, Identi�ation, Adjoint variable method, Finite elementmethod1 IntrodutionIn this study, we present the identi�ation of the avity position and the avity size instrutures based on the adjoint variable and the three dimensional �nite element methods.The performane funtion is de�ned by square sum of residual between the observedand the omputed sound pressure, and the unknown avity position and avity size isobtained by the iterative alulation of the minimization of the performane funtion.The observed sound pressure is measured by using the mirophone in hammering test[1℄.The formulation is arried out by the adjoint variable and the �nite element methods[2℄.The wave equation is adopted as the governing equation. Some ase studies for theidenti�ation of the avity position and the avity size for a partial problem is shown inthis study.2 Identi�ation of avity position and size based on the adjoint variable andthe �nite element methods2.1 Governing equationFormulation in the avity position and size identi�ation analysis is desribed below.In this study, the whole domain of the test piee is denoted as 
. The sound pressuredistribution p therefore satis�es the wave equation shown in Eq.(1).�p� 2p;ii = 0 (1)For the wave equation, the initial ondition and the boundary ondition are de�ned as inEqs.(2)-(5). p = p̂ at t = t0 in 
 (2)_p = _̂p at t = t0 in 
 (3)



2p = unknown on �1 (4)b = 2p;ini = b̂ on �2 (5)where , ni �1, �2 and �3 denote wave veloity, unit normal vetor, input signal point,outer boundary and boundary on avity surfae, respetively. The boundary de�nitionand the �nite element mesh used in this study are shown in Fig. 1. Hat mark indiatedthe known value.2.2 De�nition of performane funtion and stationary onditionThe performane funtion is de�ned as shown in Eq.(6).J = 12 Z tft0 Z
 (p� pobs:)Q (p� pobs:) d
dt (6)where t0, tf , pobs: and Q indiate initial time, terminal time, observed sound pressure andweighting onstant, respetively. The weighting onstant is set 1 at node of the observationpoint, and is set 0 at the other nodes. The problem is to �nd the appropriate the avityposition and size so as to minimize the performane funtion J . The physial meaningof minimization of the performane funtion is that the omputed sound pressure is loseto the observed sound pressure. The performane funtion is alulated based on thegoverning equation and the initial ondition and the boundary ondition. Therefore, thisis a minimization problem with onstraint onditions, and the adjoint variablem methodis introdued. The detail of the formulation based on the adjoint variable method is shownin referene[2℄. Apart from the avity position and the avity size, The unknown inputsound pressure on Gamma1 is also identi�ed based on the adjoint variable method.3 Numerial experimentsThe boundary de�nition and the �nite element mesh is shown in Fig.1, and the ompu-tational ondition is shown in Tab.1. In the test piee, the distane from the top surfaeto the avity enter is 30mm, and the diameter of the avity is 15mm, and the soundpressure is measured by mirophone at the observation point. As the initial ondition inthe identi�ation analysis, the distane from the top surfae to the avity enter is set50mm, and the diameter of the avity is 10mm. This initial ondition is determined basedon the result of the self-organizing map[3℄. Consequently, the time history of the soundpressure at the observation point was obtained by the iterative omputation as shown inFig.2. It is seen that the omputed sound pressure is good agreement with the measuredsound pressure. In addition, mesh on�guration at 40 and �nal(50) iterations is shownin Fig.3. The avity position was identi�ed 35mm, and the avity size was identi�ed12.14mm, respetively. Though the unknown parameters, i.e., the avity position andsize, was not ompletely agreement with the target values, it appears that the unknownparameters is appropriately identi�ed.4 ConlusionsIn this study, identi�ation of the avity position and the avity size was arried outbased on the adjoint variable and the �nite element methods in three dimensional model.The test piee of SS400 inluding a avity was employed, and the time history of thesound pressure on the material surfae was measured by mirophone in the hammering
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Boundary de�nition. Finite element mesh.Figure 1: Boundary de�nition and �nite element mesh.Table 1: Computational onditions.Total nodes 3544Total number of elements 17312Time inrement �t, s 0.000025Wave veloity , m/s 5106Time step 6000Sound pressure at the �rst iterationat hammering point, Pa 0.0Convergene riterion 1 "1 10�3Convergene riterion 2 "2 10�7

Comparison of sound pressure. Magni�ed �gure of left hand side �gure.Figure 2: Time history of sound pressure at observation point
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